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Question  Marks  Keyword(s)  

1  Define   the   terms:   (i)   'electric   flux'   and   (ii)   electric   flux   density.  2  Definition   -  
Electric   flux  

2  State   the   units   and   dimensions   of   Electric   Flux.  2  Definition   -  
Electric   flux  

3  Derive   an   expression   due   to   an   infinite   plane   sheet   of   charge.  3  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

4  Show   that   the   electric   field   intensity   is   the   same   for   all   points   close   to   a  
plane   sheet   of   charge.  

3  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

5  Obtain   an   expression   for   the   electric   field   intensity   due   to   a   long   thin   wire   of  
uniform   linear   charge   density,   without   using   Gauss'   law.  

3  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

6  Derive   an   expression   for   the   electric   field   due   to   an   infinite   line   of   charge.  
Show   graphically,   the   variation   of   electric   field   with   distance.  

5  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

7  Obtain   an   expression   for   the   electric   field   intensity   due   to   Two   Infinite  
Parallel   Sheets   of   charge.  

5  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

8  Derive   an   expression   for   the   electric   field   intensity   just   outside   a   charged  
conductor.  

5  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

9  Prove   that   the   electric   field   intensity   is   zero   everywhere   inside   teh   charged  
sheet.  

5  Derivation   -  
Electric   Field  

10  Draw   a   graph   showing   the   variation   of   electric   field   as   one   moves   from   the  
centre   of   a   charged   metal   ball   to   a   point   on   its   surface   and   then   to   a   point  
outside   the   surface   and   far   from   it.  

2  Diagram   -  
Electric   Field  

11  Derive   an   expression   for   the   electric   field   E   at   any   point   outside   a  
spherically   symmetric   uniform   charge   distribution.   Apply   Gauss'   law.  

3  Electric   Field  

12  What   is   the   use   of   Gaussian   surface?  1  Gauss  
Theorem  

13  State   Gauss   Theorem   in   electrostatics.   State   the   equation   in   integral   form  2  Gauss  
Theorem  

14  What   is   a   Gaussian   surface?   State   the   properties   of   a   Gaussian   surface.  3  Gauss  
Theorem  

15  State   and   prove   Gauss   theorem   in   electrostatics.   Does   Gauss   law   depend  
on   the   shape   of   the   closed   surface?  

5  Gauss  
Theorem  

16  Define   the   term   solid   angle.   State   the   unit   of   solid   angle.  2  Solid   angle  
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